Intraoperative use of diffusion tensor imaging fiber tractography and subcortical mapping for resection of gliomas: technical considerations
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Resection of lesions involving motor or language areas or pathways requires the intraoperative identification of functional cortical and subcortical sites for effectively and safe guidance. Diffusion tensor (DT) imaging and fiber tractography are MR imaging techniques based on the concept of anisotropic water diffusion in myelinated fibers, which enable 3D reconstruction and visualization of white matter tracts and provide information about the relationship of these tracts to the tumor mass. The authors routinely used DT imaging fiber tractography to reconstruct various tracts involved in the motor and/or language system in a large series of patients with lesions involving the motor and/or language areas or pathways. The DT imaging fiber tractography data were loaded into the neuronavigational system and combined intraoperatively with those obtained from direct electrical stimulation applied at the subcortical level. In this paper the authors report the results of their experience, describing the findings for each tract and discussing technical aspects of the combined use as well as the pitfalls. (DOI: 10.3171/2009.12.FOCUS09240)
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Surgical removal of lesions located in or within functional areas requires the intraoperative identification of functional sites at both cortical and subcortical levels to safely resect the tumor and at the same time preserve functional integrity for the patient. 10,16,49 Commonly referred to as brain mapping, this identification process involves a number of surgical, neurophysiological, and neuropsychological adjuncts, which work together to provide the functional results. 3,9,15 Neuroradiological techniques, such as fMR imaging and DT imaging–FT, respectively, offer the opportunity to identify preoperatively the location of functional sites at a cortical level and the course or modification of subcortical tracts. 6,18,27,46–48 These techniques are particularly useful because they can help the surgeon in surgical planning and, when the data are loaded into the neuronavigational system and available intraoperatively, may provide intraoperative guidance as well. 6,13,17,32 Specifically, DT imaging and FT are MR imaging techniques that allow the visualization of the amount and orientation of water diffusion along myelinated fibers and enable 3D reconstruction and visualization of white matter tracts. 1,2,11,14,35,44,52,60 In addition, DT imaging–FT depicts the relationship of subcortical tracts with the tumor mass and the surrounding brain edema. 12,20,34,50 A tract can be depicted as unchanged (when its course is not modified by the tumor or edema), dislocated, or infiltrated and/or interrupted (when the tract is in strict relationship with the mass or interrupted by it). 25,57 These results are influenced by some technical factors, 30,51 such as the fractional anisotropy threshold used for start and stop tracking, 33,35,59 or by characteristics of the tumor, such as histology, edema, and location. 19,22,50,53,56
We have previously described our experience with the use of DT imaging–FT during the surgical removal of gliomas located in eloquent areas, reporting the correlation between DT imaging–FT data and those obtained with DES applied at the subcortical level.\(^2\) In that preliminary experience, based on a limited group of patients with low- and high-grade gliomas, we showed that the location and course of the tract was dependent on tumor histological type and degree of infiltration; the tracts were usually at the tumor periphery in high-grade gliomas, or inside the tumor mass and highly infiltrated in low-grade gliomas. In addition, we also reported the percentage of correlation between some of the tracts, involved either in the motor or language function, as depicted by DT imaging–FT and DES findings. We concluded that the combination of DT imaging–FT and DES allowed accurate identification of eloquent fiber tracts and enhanced surgical performance and safety, maintaining a high rate of functional preservation. Furthermore, it decreased the duration of surgery, patient fatigue, and risk of intraoperative seizures. Since then, we have routinely used DT imaging–FT for reconstruction of subcortical tracts, involved either in the motor and language system, and correlate these data with those obtained intraoperatively by the aid of neurophysiology. This work describes such an experience, reporting the results in a larger group of patients, providing data pertaining to additional tracts involved in language, and discussing the advantage and pitfalls of our protocol.

For reasons of simplicity, we will focus on the correlation with neurophysiological data obtained with 60-Hz stimulation, which is the most widely used in the clinical setting.

**Methods**

**Patient Population**

Between November 2005 and August 2009, 230 patients with gliomas in or within motor and/or language areas or pathways were admitted in our institutions. Age, sex, clinical history, and symptoms, as well as neurological status at admission, were registered. Preoperatively, all patients underwent a neuropsychological evaluation, baseline and volumetric MR imaging studies, fMR imaging, and DT imaging–FT. Surgery was performed in all patients with the aid of intraoperative cortical and subcortical mapping for motor and/or language functions. Volumetric scan analysis was used for establishing the exact tumor location and topography as well as the volume of the lesion.\(^4\)

Tumor volume was calculated via a computerized system, using 3D axial FLAIR images (see below) for low-grade gliomas and contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MR images for high-grade gliomas. Histological type was classified according to the WHO brain tumor classification. Extent of resection was measured on postoperative volumetric FLAIR images (for low-grade gliomas) or post-contrast volumetric MR images (for high-grade gliomas) immediately after surgery or at 3 months and classified as previously reported.\(^3,16,29\)

**Surgical Procedures Including Cortical and Subcortical Mapping**

Surgery was performed with the patient in a state of general (asleep) anesthesia when only the motor function was to be registered and monitored; alternatively, when language or visuospatial function also had to be monitored and tested, asleap-awake anesthesia was used. In these cases, a craniotomy exposing the cortex corresponding to the tumor area and a limited amount of the surrounding cortex was performed during the initial period of surgery, with the patient in a state of general anesthesia. Afterward, the dura was opened, the patient awakened, and cortical mapping performed. Multimodal electrophysiological monitoring was used throughout the entire duration of surgery. It included continuous EEG and ECoG recording along with a multichannel polygraphic recording of EMG responses (Comet system, Grass Technologies).

Electroencephalographic activity was recorded bilaterally by means of 4 subdural needle electrodes, providing 4 bipolar leads. Electroencephalography was used to monitor brain activity when ECoG was not available, for example at the beginning and the end of surgery, and also to assess brain activity at sites distant from the operating field, such as in the contralateral hemisphere.

Electrocorticographic activity from a cortical region adjacent the area being stimulated was recorded by subdural strip electrodes (Cortical Strip Electrode, Integra LifeScience), in a monopolar array, referred to a midfrontal electrode. Cerebral activity was recorded with a bandpass of 1.6–320 Hz, and displayed with a sensitivity of 50–100 µm/cm for EEG and 200–400 µm/cm for ECoG. Continuous electrocorticographic recording (Comet system, Grass Technologies) was used during the entire duration of the procedure to monitor the brain basal electrical activity, to define the working current (as that immediately below that which induced an afterdischarge), to monitor for the occurrence of afterdischarges, to monitor and adjust the level of anesthesia, or to detect seizures during resection.

For continuous monitoring of motor function, MEP recording was also performed. The train-of-5 technique, being introduced for surgery in anesthetized patients, has been described as sensitive to detect imminent lesions of the motor cortex and the pyramidal pathways.\(^9\) A strip electrode containing 4–8 electrodes was placed over the precentral gyrus. In awake patients a single stimulus or a double pulse stimulus (individual pulse width 0.3–0.5 msec, anodal constant current stimulation; interstimulus interval 4 msec, stimulation close to motor threshold) was usually delivered. The muscle MEPs were recorded with either needle or—more convenient in awake patients—surface EMG electrodes. The MEP recording was usually alternated with direct cortical and subcortical motor mapping.

Cortical and subcortical mapping was performed with the use of an Oris stimulation (Inomed), delivering biphasic square wave pulses, each phase lasting 1 msec, at 60 Hz in trains lasting 1 second for cortical mapping and 1–2 seconds for subcortical mapping. Subcortical mapping was alternated with resection. Subcortical mapping
was performed by using the same current threshold applied for cortical mapping. Surgery was performed with the aid of a neuronavigation system (BrainLAB).

Motor mapping was performed with the aid of a continuous multichannel EMG recording, which was used throughout the entire procedure. Several separate muscles belonging to agonist or antagonist groups were monitored on either the contralateral or the ipsilateral side. Motor responses were collected via pairs of subdermal hooked needle electrodes inserted into contralateral muscles from face to foot. Each pair of electrodes recorded activity from 2 different muscles in the same body segment (for example, a flexor and an extensor muscle in the forearm) in order to sample as many muscles as possible. On average, 16 channels were used for each procedure. Most often, the muscles used included muscles from the face (upper and lower face), neck, forearm, hand, upper leg, and lower leg. A computerized video image system was continuously coupled with the EMG recordings (Comet system, Grass Technologies) to monitor and record the motor activity. Motor activity was also evaluated clinically. In addition, in cases involving patients with a lesion in the dominant hemisphere, language mapping was performed. In such cases, patients underwent extensive preoperative language testing composed of a battery of tests aimed at evaluating the entire duration of the surgical procedure by testing sponta- neous speech.

**Neuroradiological Evaluation**

Magnetic resonance imaging was performed preoperatively on a Philips Intera 3.0-T system with a maximum field gradient strength of 80 mT/m. Patients underwent standard MR imaging evaluation for morphological characterization of the lesions: conventional imaging consisting of an axial turbo spin echo T2-weighted sequence (TR 3800 msec, TE 85 msec, FOV 230 mm, 22 slices, section thickness 5 mm with a 1-mm gap, matrix 512 × 512, SENSE reduction factor 1.5), a 3D axial FLAIR sequence (TR 10,000 msec, TE 110 msec, FOV 230 mm, 120 slices, section thickness 1.5 mm with no gap, matrix 224 × 256, SENSE reduction factor 2), and a postcontrast inversion recovery T1-weighted sequence (TR 2000 msec, TE 10 msec, FOV 230 mm, 22 slices, section thickness 5 mm with a 1-mm gap, matrix 400 × 512, SENSE reduction factor 1.5).

**Diffusion Tensor Imaging Data Acquisition and FT Processing**

Diffusion tensor imaging data were obtained at 3 T using a single-shot echo planar imaging sequence (TR 8986 msec, TE 80 msec) with parallel imaging (SENSE reduction factor 2.5). Diffusion gradients were applied along 32 axes, using b values of 0 and 1000 mm²/second. An FOV of 240 × 240 mm and a data matrix of 96 × 96 were used, resulting in isotropic voxel dimensions of 2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm. The data were interpolated in plane to a matrix of 256 × 256 leading to a voxel size of 0.94 × 0.94 × 2.5 mm. Fifty-six slices were obtained, with a thickness of 2.5 mm and no gap. The sequence was repeated twice and data were averaged offline to increase the signal-to-noise ratio; thus, total time for DT MR imaging was 10 minutes and 46 seconds. Three-dimensional fast field echo T1-weighted sequences (TR 8 msec, TE 4 msec, image resolution equal to DT imaging) were obtained for anatomical guidance.

Diffusion tensor imaging data sets were realigned offline on a PC workstation using the AIR (Automatic Image Registration) software to correct for artifacts due to rigid body movement during scan acquisition.

Deterministic tractography was performed in all patients with the aid of DTI Studio v2.4.01 software (H. Jiang and S. Mori, Department of Radiology, Johns Hopkins University), obtaining main eigenvector and fractional anisotropy maps. Subcortical connections were reconstructed using the “fiber assignment by continuous tracking” (FACT) method. A fractional anisotropy threshold of 0.1 and a turning angle > 55° were used as criteria to start and stop tracking. Seeding ROIs for tractography were defined around areas of white matter that represent the brain regions that all the fibers of each tract must pass through to reach their cortical or subcortical end points. The ROIs were chosen, on the basis of previous anatomical knowledge, in sections perpendicular to the main course of the tracts.

To reconstruct the CST, an ROI was placed on an axial section at the level of the subcortical white matter of the precentral gyri. For the IFO, ILF, and UNC, an ROI was placed on a coronal section at the level of the anterior part of the external capsule at the junction of the frontal and temporal lobes, where the 2 tracts run in contiguity.

To reconstruct the SLF, a first ROI was placed on a coronal section at the level of a high-anisotropy region lateral to the central part of the lateral ventricle; a second ROI was placed in a peritrigonal site at the level of the descending branch of the fascicle.

For all the tracts reconstructed, contaminating fibers were removed.

Volumetric precontrast T1-weighted or FLAIR images were coregistered to the mean of all diffusion weighted images using SPM2 software to obtain the superimposition of the white matter tracts on T1-weighted anatomical images. This allowed us to compare the trajectories of the tracts in the involved hemisphere with those of the contralateral (unaffected) hemisphere, and to evaluate the anatomical relationship between the tract and the tumor mass as well as the effect exerted by the tumor on the tract of interest. The DT imaging–FT data were saved in...
Correlation Between DT Imaging–FT Data and Perioperative Subcortical Motor and Language Findings

As previously reported, the correlation between DT imaging–FT data and subcortical sites identified during perioperative DES was assessed at the time of surgery and postoperatively. At the time of surgery, the location of each subcortical site was recorded during the various phases of resection by the use of neuronavigation system into which the DT imaging–FT data fused with preoperative MR images were loaded. The distance between the point of response to DES and the tract border was measured on axial navigation images, and relationship between the two was graded as correspondent (at the tract border or within the tract), close (within 1 cm), or distant (> 1 cm). In addition, each subcortical site identified during subcortical mapping was marked with a sterile numbered tag and a digital picture of the surgical cavity was taken at the end of the resection. On the immediate postoperative MR images we evaluated the anatomical location of the subcortical pathways (the periphery of the surgical cavity, where the resection was stopped according to the functional responses elicited by intraoperative stimulation). This was accomplished by transferring immediate postoperative MR images obtained in each patient to a BrainLAB workstation and fusing them with preoperative MR images with which DT imaging–FT results for each fascicle had been merged. The existence of a correspondence between the location of a subcortical site identified by DES and that of the tract in DT imaging–FT images was considered only when the distance between the location of the subcortical site evoked by DES and identified intraoperatively by the use of neuronavigation system was graded as correspondent to the tract in axial neuronavigation images. In all the other cases, the correspondence was considered null.

Statistical Analysis

Data were analyzed by the use of Prism 4 for Macintosh (GraphPad Software, Inc.). Differences in the duration of resection expressed as means and SDs were evaluated with the Student t-test. Differences in percentages of patients with clinical and electrical evidence of seizure activity and differences in patient fatigue were studied with the Fisher exact test. Sensitivity and specificity of DT imaging–FT for the identification of subcortical tracts were calculated as previously reported.

Results and Discussion

Patient Population

Two hundred and thirty patients were included. Of these, 176 had low-grade gliomas (oligodendrogliomas and astrocytomas) and 54 had high-grade gliomas (glioblastomas or anaplastic astrocytomas and oligodendrogliomas). As for location, 71 tumors were in the precentral lobe, 71 were rolandic, 18 parietal, 46 temporal, and 24 within the insula. In all patients we were able to reconstruct subcortical tracts. Depending on the location of the tumor and language dominance, various language tracts were reconstructed.

Results will be presented hereafter according to tumor histological type and motor and language tracts.

Tumor Histological Type

The analysis of the course of the tracts according to tumor histological type confirmed the results obtained in our previous work based on a smaller group of patients. In patients with high-grade gliomas, most of the tracts were located at the tumor periphery and were depicted as dislocated or infiltrated. No tract was found inside a tumor mass. Subcortical mapping demonstrated functional subcortical areas in the same location, specifically at the tumor border. In addition, when the tract was found to be infiltrated and/or interrupted, no responses were evoked by DES in the same areas. In patients with low-grade gliomas, DT imaging–FT showed that the tracts were mostly infiltrated and interrupted or dislocated by the tumor mass. In addition, in many patients large portions of the tracts were shown to be inside the tumor mass, in the same places where DES identified motor or language responses. Furthermore, when tracts were found interrupted inside the tumor mass, in some cases DES documented the presence of functional areas in the same areas. Globally considered, these data indicate that DT imaging and FT reconstruction are particularly useful in low-grade glioma surgery, where most of the tracts are inside the tumor mass. This is the reason why we preferentially performed DT imaging–FT in patients in whom preoperative MR images suggested a low-grade glioma; it was used in only selected cases in which preoperative images indicated a high-grade glioma.

Motor Tracts

Per our routine protocol, the CST was reconstructed in all 230 patients and tested intraoperatively by DES due to its close relationship with the tumor in 180 cases. In selected patients, additional tracts running in the premotor areas were also reconstructed, mainly for research purposes; these findings are not included in this work. As an exception, the course of the motor fibers belonging to the premotor facial areas were also reconstructed. These findings are reported under Language Tract.

In all the cases of precentral tumors, the CST was depicted either as unchanged (66% of cases) or as dislocated posteriorly (34% of tumors, all large lesions) (Table 1). In both conditions, subcortical stimulation located the tract at the posterior border of the tumor mass. Motor responses appeared as focal (few muscles) when the tract was stimulated in close vicinity to the surface, whereas responses to deep stimulation involved multiple muscle groups. The cortical or near-cortical stimulation always induced evident movements, while subcortical stimulation frequently induced muscle activation that was only detected by magnified EMG in the early stages of resection, when approaching the subcortical tracts, and that
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In all cases, subcortical DES located the CST where it was shown by DT imaging–FT, and therefore, the results were graded as correspondent.

In cases of rolandic tumors, DT imaging reconstructed the CST mainly inside the tumor mass (98% of cases). In the majority of bulky tumors (92%), the tract was displaced either anteriorly (22%), or more frequently posteriorly (78%), and highly infiltrated by the tumor mass (Fig. 1, Table 1). Less frequently, and in cases of highly infiltrating and diffuse low-grade gliomas, the tract was depicted inside the tumor mass and as highly infiltrated. In the first group of tumors, subcortical DES located the tract in the same position where it was depicted by DT imaging–FT (Fig. 1). Some discrepancies were observed in the superior portion of the tract, close to the cortical surface, where DT imaging–FT failed to reconstruct fibers and instead DES located motor responses. As we previously reported, even the placement of additional ROIs in those regions did not improve the fiber reconstruction. More problematic are the cases of highly diffuse low-grade gliomas, where DT imaging–FT usually reconstructed the tract as highly infiltrated and inside the tumor mass (Fig. 2). Particularly in those cases with a long history of seizures, and at the beginning of the resection, when 60-Hz stimulation was applied over the regions of the tumor where DT

![Fig. 1. Diffusion tensor imaging–FT and DES data for the CST obtained in patients with rolandic tumors. The left panels show intraoperative screen shots taken where DES located motor responses. The right panels show EMG responses evoked during subcortical stimulation. In cases of rolandic tumors (red asterisks), DT imaging reconstructed the CST (bright white tract) inside the tumor mass. Motor responses to DES appeared as focal (forearm muscles grouped in the red rectangle [A]) when the tract was stimulated in close vicinity to the surface and progressively affected multiple muscle groups with stimulation of the deeper portion of the tract (hand and arm [B]; arm and leg [C], grouped in the red and blue rectangles, respectively). For all shown cases, the stimulation point is indicated by the center of the green cursor.](image-url)
imaging–FT depicted the location of the upper portion of the tract, it usually failed to locate overt motor responses. When the current intensity was progressively increased to induce responses, it usually resulted in seizures, without overt movements. In these cases, the electrical identification of the CST required the use of different modalities of stimulation, such as the monopolar stimulation, or alternatively, the initial resection could be performed under DT imaging–FT guidance. However, as in the previous cases, DT imaging–FT failed to show fibers close to the more lateral portion of the homunculus, probably due to the presence of crossing fibers that cannot be depicted by the simple tensor model here used for tractography, where DES (generally with monopolar stimulation) induced laryngeal or upper or lower face responses. When a portion of the tumor was removed, and the CST partially decompressed, the 60-Hz stimulation again started to produce motor responses, usually in the same location where DT imaging–FT reconstructed the deeper portion of the CST.

In the cases of parietal tumors, DT imaging–FT usually located the CST at the anterior border of the tumor, and depicted either as unchanged when the tumor volume was small (16.7% of cases), or dislocated anteriorly when the tumor was larger (83.3%, Table 1). Direct electrical stimulation located the tract in a similar position.

In cases of insular or temporal tumors, the CST was located at the medial and posterior border of the tumor, and depicted either as unchanged or dislocated (Table 1). The concordance was tested in a subgroup of patients in which the tract was depicted as close to the border of the tumor, where DES during surgery produced motor responses.

Considered together, these data indicate that there is a very high concordance between DT imaging–FT data for CST and subcortical mapping, with the CST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumor Location &amp; Preop DTI-FT Findings†</th>
<th>No. of Cases</th>
<th>No. of Cases w/ Intraop Mapping ‡</th>
<th>Correspondence§</th>
<th>Deficits¶</th>
<th>Early</th>
<th>Late</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rolandic (71 cases)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dislocated</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infiltrated</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50 (12)**</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>precentral (71 cases)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>24††</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dislocated</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infiltrated</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insular (24 cases)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dislocated</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infiltrated</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parietal (18 cases)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dislocated</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infiltrated</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temporal (46 cases)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dislocated</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infiltrated</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Values represent numbers of cases. Abbreviation: — = not applicable.
† The DT imaging–FT findings represent the modification of the tract in relationship to the tumor.
‡ The number of cases in which DT imaging–FT depicted the tract as adjacent to or inside the tumor mass and it was possible to directly test the correspondence between DT imaging–FT and intraoperative subcortical mapping.
§ Correspondence between DT imaging and subcortical mapping with respect to the location of the tract.
¶ Early = 3 days after surgery; late = 1 month after surgery.
** Includes 12 cases of highly diffuse low-grade gliomas in which the CST was depicted by DT imaging–FT as inside the tumor mass and highly infiltrated and in which a good correspondence was reached by the combined use of monopolar and bipolar stimulation.
†† The number of precentral tumors in which the CST was depicted close to the posterior border of the tumor and therefore found during surgery by DES.
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being located in the same position where it was depicted by DT imaging–FT. Some pitfalls may occur in a limited subgroup of highly diffuse low-grade gliomas located in the rolandic areas (12 cases in this study), in which DT imaging–FT may fail in reconstructing portions of CST, particularly in areas of extensive infiltration. In addition, in these particular cases, the electrical identification of the CST may be problematic and require the use of alternative stimulation modalities.

**Language Tracts**

We will initially present the results for the SLF and the IFO and then we will analyze the results for additional language tracts, such as UNC and ILF, separately.

The SLF and IFO were reconstructed in all patients with either temporal or frontal dominant tumors, given that these 2 tracts are essential for the preservation of language function.

The SLF is a large tract, spanning from the parietal to the frontal lobe, mediating the phonemic component of language. It was depicted by DT imaging–FT as dislocated or infiltrated by the tumor, generally depending on histological type, size, and location of the tumor mass (Fig. 3, Table 2). The tract was usually unchanged or dislocated in patients with high-grade tumors, and infiltrated in those with low-grade gliomas. Large tumors dislocated or infiltrated the tract; smaller ones were more likely to leave the tract unchanged. When the SLF was found during surgery and stimulated with a 60-Hz current, phonemic paraphasias were induced by stimulation in the same places where the tract was located by DT imaging–FT. As previously reported, the anatomical distribution of this tract is usually quite a bit larger than the functional distribution as identified by subcortical mapping. Therefore, a large part of the tract can be safely resected because it is not functional in terms of language. This is particularly true in patients with frontal and temporal tumors. In
addition, in cases of low-grade gliomas involving the F3 gyrus, an additional ROI should be placed in the subcortical area of F3 to visualize the portion of the SLF tract that produces phonemic paraphasia in response to stimulation. This portion usually constituted the anterior and superior border of the tumor in our patients.

The IFO is a discrete tract, running from the occipital to the frontal lobe, and mediating the semantic component of language. The relationship between the tract and the tumor depends on the tumor’s location, size, and histological type. The tract was depicted as unchanged or dislocated in cases of high-grade tumors, or as dislocated and/or infiltrated in cases of low-grade gliomas. Again, large tumors dislocated or infiltrated the tract; small tumors were more likely to leave the tract unchanged. It is to be stressed that the anatomical distribution of this tract is small and usually corresponds to the functional one depicted by subcortical mapping (Fig. 4, Table 3). In fact, DES evoked no language disturbances in areas lacking fibers when the tract was depicted as interrupted inside the tumor mass. In only a few cases of frontal low-grade gliomas (9 of 76), where the tract was located inside the more anterior portion of the tumor mass and depicted as highly dislocated and infiltrated, a limited portion of the tract could be safely removed because it was not functional. In addition, some problems may occur for F3 low-grade gliomas in which DT imaging–FT may fail in reconstructing the more superior part of the tract at the inferior border of the tumor, when the tumor infiltration in this area is quite extensive.

These data indicate that the reconstruction of the IFO by DT imaging–FT is of particular use, because the results correlate closely with the results of functional mapping by DES. In contrast, the anatomical distribution of
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SLF by DT imaging–FT is quite large, and particularly inside the tumor mass, a large part of the tract can be safely resected.

The UF was reconstructed in cases of insular tumors or frontal tumors, and in cases of temporal tumors. In insular tumors, the UF ran at the anterior border of the tumor mass and was depicted usually as dislocated and infiltrated in low-grade gliomas or anteriorly dislocated in high-grade tumors. When the UF was found during subcortical stimulation, phonemic paraphasia followed by speech arrest resulted from stimulation in the same areas where the tract was depicted by DT imaging–FT. In frontal tumors that extended posteriorly toward the anterior portion of the insula, the tract ran along the posterior inferior border, and it was dislocated posteriorly in 84% of cases. In cases of temporal tumors, the UNC was located in the medial anterior portion of the lobe, running rostrally. The identification of the tract both in DT imaging–FT maps and during surgery depended on tumor size. The tract could be easily identified as a separate fascicle in cases of small- or medium-sized tumors, in which it usually runs anteriorly, medially, and inferiorly to the IFO. In cases of large tumors, DT imaging–FT showed that the tract was intermingled with the IFO, and during surgery it could not be identified, as it was “masked” by the IFO.

The ILF is a discrete fascicle running in the anterior and lateral portion of the temporal lobe, laterally and superiorly to the IFO, close to the ventricle. The tract can be depicted as unchanged or dislocated or infiltrated depending on the size and histological type of the tumor. High-grade gliomas usually dislocated the tract, whereas low-grade gliomas infiltrated it. The ILF was identified as a separate fascicle in cases of small- or medium-sized tumors (Fig. 5). In large tumors, it was depicted as intermingled mainly along its posterior part with the IFO, from which it could not be functionally separated at the time of surgery. Functional results by others as well as by our group have shown that the tract can be safely resected during surgery, resulting in a transient speech disturbance that resolved in less than 2 weeks.

In cases of F3 or F2 frontal or insular tumors, we found it useful to reconstruct the course of the face premotor fibers. These are fibers running from the dorsal premotor cortex toward the Broca area, and their stimulation during surgery induced anarthria. As with the IFO and SLF, the maintenance of these fibers is essential for the preservation of language. Diffusion tensor imaging–FT depicted the course of these fibers at the posterior border of F3, F2, or insular tumors, where they were identified by DES (Fig. 6).

**Clinical Significance of the Combined Use of DT Imaging–FT and Subcortical DES**

Our experience with a large number of patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumor Location &amp; Preop DTI-FT Findings</th>
<th>No. of Cases</th>
<th>No. of Cases w/ Intraop Mapping</th>
<th>Correspondence</th>
<th>Deficits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rolandic (30 cases)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dislocated</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infiltrated</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>precentral (40 cases)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dislocated</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infiltrated</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insular (18 cases)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dislocated</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infiltrated</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parietal (14 cases)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dislocated</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infiltrated</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temporal (40 cases)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unchanged</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dislocated</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infiltrated</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Number of patients with a left-hemisphere tumor in whom the tract was reconstructed.
showed that the combined use of DT imaging–FT and DES is a feasible approach that can be effectively and safely applied in routine clinical practice. Diffusion tensor imaging–FT, when used with a neuronavigation system, can help reduce the time required for surgery by helping the surgeon design the surgical approach as well as helping—at the time of the resection—to locate the tract where subcortical stimulation should be initiated. This may result in a reduction in the number of stimulations needed to safely identify a tract as well as a decrease in seizures and in patient fatigue. As already reported in limited cases, such as in diffuse low-grade gliomas, this combined approach may help at the beginning of the resection when the use of a 60-Hz current may be problematic. In addition, in our experience it has also helped in a few cases in which surgery was performed under awake anesthesia, when at the end of a long procedure the patient’s cooperation became suboptimal, rendering direct language guidance no longer useful. In these few cases, we were able to continue resection under the guidance of DT imaging–FT images until the position of subcortical tracts was encountered and to maintain the patients’ functional integrity.

In our patient population, the combined use of DT imaging–FT and DES for identification of subcortical tracts during surgery was associated with immediate postoperative deficits in 72.2 and 84% of patients with lesions involving motor or language pathways, respectively, and these deficits lasted 1 week on average (Tables 1–3). Deficits were most likely to develop in those cases in which preoperative DT imaging showed the tracts as dislocated or infiltrated. At 1-month follow-up, 94% of patients with a motor lesion had normal findings on motor function examination, and 96.8% of those with lesions involving speech areas or pathways had normal language function.

Neuronavigation, Brain Shift, and Technical Performance of Surgery

It is important to remember that DT imaging–FT provides anatomical information, whereas subcortical motor or language mapping provides functional information. This distinction affects the concordance between DT imaging–FT images and functional information obtained with subcortical mapping. This is of some importance for CST but is of particular relevance for language tracts, in which the anatomical distribution of the tract as depicted by DT imaging can be larger than the functional ones obtained with mapping. Therefore, portions of some tracts as depicted by DT imaging–FT can be removed because they are not involved in the function tested at that time.

As a whole, the data presented in the previous section indicate that the reconstruction by DT imaging–FT of specific tracts, such as the CST, IFO, SLF and face premotor fibers, and its availability at the time of surgery are of particular help, especially for resection of low-grade
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Apart from the cases in which DT imaging–FT data can be obtained intraoperatively by the use of an intraoperative MR imaging system, in the majority of settings DT imaging–FT data are usually loaded into the neuronavigation system and fused with preoperative MR images. For a correct use of DT imaging–FT data in this setting, 2 points appear as critical: the transfer of the data to the neuronavigation system, and the use of technical adjustments during surgery to maintain global accuracy of the information.

With respect to the first point, in our center DT imaging–FT data are saved in a compatible format (DICOM) by using MEDx Software (Medical Numerics, Inc.); this allows the images to be transferred and loaded into the neuronavigation system. The BrainLAB neuronavigation system performed an automatic coregistration between DT imaging–FT datasets and the preoperative MR images acquired with skull fiducials by means of a voxel-by-voxel intensity-matching nonlinear algorithm. As an estimate of the clinical navigation accuracy, the target registration error localizing a separate fiducial, which was not used for registration, was also determined; this target registration error was less than 2 mm. Furthermore, repeated landmark checks were performed during surgery to ensure overall ongoing clinical navigation accuracy.

With respect to the second point, the maximal accuracy of the neuronavigation system should be maintained to reduce the problem of brain shift: 1) Repeated landmark checks should be performed during surgery to ensure overall ongoing clinical navigation accuracy. 2) Craniotomy size should be limited to the minimum necessary to expose the tumor area and a limited portion of the surrounding brain. 3) Resection should be performed in a manner that ensures maintenance of maximal accuracy of the information. In cases of frontal tumors located in the proximity of the CST, resection was started from the posterior border of the tumor, where the CST was located, and after its identification the tract was followed inside the tumor mass. Afterward the remaining anterior part of the tumor was removed. Similarly, in cases of parietal tumors, resection was started from the anterior border following the same principle. In any case, during resection of temporal or insular tumors, or at the end of the resection of large tumors, even when these suggestions were carefully followed, the amount of brain shift can become substantial, and the accuracy of the information provided by the neuronavigation system may be limited.

**Conclusions**

Globally considered, our data indicate the usefulness
of the routine combined use of DT imaging–FT and subcortical mapping, particularly in patients with low-grade gliomas. These tumors display an infiltrative modality of growth, along short and long connecting fibers, and visualizing the trajectory of the tracts is important for planning and performing surgery. When used in combination with subcortical mapping, DT imaging–FT offers the opportunity to quickly find the fibers associated with motor or language functions during surgery. The clinical relevance of this combined approach comes from the
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fact that it further enhances surgical safety, maintaining a high rate of functional preservation. Careful use requires the knowledge of its limitations, mainly the occurrence of brain shift.
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